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Abstract

Giving ISPs more fine-grain control over interdomain
routing policies would help them better manage their
networks and offer value-added services to their cus-
tomers. Unfortunately, the current BGP route-selection
process imposes inherent restrictions on the policies an
ISP can express, making many useful policies infeasi-
ble. In this paper, we present Morpheus, a routing con-
trol platform that enables a single ISP to realize a much
broader range of routing policies without changing the
underlying routers or coordinating with other domains.
Inspired by multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), the
design of the Morpheus server allows network opera-
tors to easily define new policy objectives, make flexible
trade-offs between the objectives, and realize customer-
specific policies. We present the design, implementation,
and evaluation of Morpheus as an extension to the XORP
software router. Our experiments show that Morpheus
can support a large number of policies while handling
the high rate of BGP update messages seen in large ISPs.

1 Introduction

BGP, the interdomain routing protocol for the Internet,
was the first routing protocol to go beyond shortest-
path routing to support flexible routing policies. Driven
by the commercialization of the Internet, BGP was de-
signed to allow each AS to select routes based on local
policies. Today, BGP routing policy is used to achieve
many different network management goals, such as im-
plementing business relationships with neighboring do-
mains, providing high quality end-to-end performance to
customers, improving the scalability of the routing proto-
cols, and protecting the network from attacks [5]. How-
ever, despite the goal of supporting flexible local poli-
cies, the BGP decision process and the configuration in-
terface provided by router vendors impose unnatural re-
strictions on the way ISPs can select routes, for example:

• The BGP decision process running on each router se-
lects a single “best” route for each prefix, forcing all
neighboring ASes connected to the same edge router to
learn the same route, even if some customers would be
willing to pay more to use other routes.

• The BGP decision process imposes a strict ranking of
the route attributes, where local preference has strict pri-
ority over AS-path length and so on. As a result, policies
that strike a trade-off between different policy objectives
are imposible to realize. For example, an AS cannot real-
ize the following simple policy:“If all routes are some-
what unstable, pick the most stable route (of any length
through any kind of neighbor); otherwise pick the short-
est stable route through a customer (then peer, and finally
provider).”

In this paper, we investigate how to support flexible
routing policies while retaining the local autonomy ISPs
have over route selection. We take today’s interdomain
routing system as a starting point, rather than designing
a new architecture from scratch. In this setting, we fo-
cus on how a single ISP can realize more flexible poli-
cies. Although our design does not preclude, and, in
fact, encourages cooperation among different ISPs, we
believe that such cooperation should not be a prerequi-
site for supporting more flexible routing policies. Since
ISPs are often business competitors, cooperation among
them has proved notoriously difficult in practice. Fortu-
nately, large ISPs have a lot of path diversity, and can
safely and effectively “act alone” in applying more flexi-
ble routing policies, as discussed in Section 2. These ob-
servations lead us to designMorpheus, a routing control
platform that gives individual ISPs the power to “shape”
their routing policies.

The high-level problem Morpheus solves is how to as-
sign a single interdomain route for each prefix to each
edge router (or edge link), among the set of alternative
routes learned from neighboring ASes. To maximize
flexibility, Morpheus has complete visibility of the avail-
able routes and complete control in assigning routes to
the routers, while remaining backwards compatible with
existing routers, as discussed in Section 3. Our design of
the Morpheus server is inspired by Multi-Criteria Deci-
sion Analysis (MCDA), a fast-growing area in decision
theory that provides a formal basis for balancing trade-
offs between different criteria. Thinking about interdo-
main route selection as an MCDA problem leads us to
separateroute classification(i.e., tagging routes based
on policy objectives) fromroute selection(i.e., using the
tags to compute a score, and selecting the highest-scoring
route), as discussed in Section 4.



Our evaluation of Morpheus consists of two main
parts. First, Section 5 shows that Morpheus can sup-
port a wide range of useful routing policies that are
infeasible with today’s monolithic BGP decision pro-
cess. In fact, we show that Morpheus makes it pos-
sible to deploy several recently proposed extensions to
BGP [10, 17, 15] without changing the legacy routers.
Second, we present the implementation (Section 6) and
evaluation (Section 7) of Morpheus as an extension to the
XORP software router [12], to demonstrate that our sys-
tem can handle the high rate of BGP update messages
seen in large ISP networks, while supporting a large
number of different policies in parallel. We discuss re-
lated work in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.

2 Case for More Flexible Routing

In this section, we argue that more flexible control over
interdomain routing policies would offer substantial ben-
efits to large ISPs and their customers. We first argue that
large ISPs typically learn several routes for each destina-
tion prefix and that these routes may differ substantially
in security and performance properties. We then argue
that the existing BGP decision process places unneces-
sary restrictions on the routing policies an ISP can real-
ize. Finally, we show that an ISP can safely exploit extra
flexibility without coordinating with other ASes.

Large ISPs have many routes to choose from.
Large ISPs that offer transit service usually connect to
many neighboring ASes, often in multiple locations [19,
17]. For example, AS A in Figure 1 has four different
router-level paths to D, through three different neighbor-
ing ASes. Various studies have quantified the rich path
diversity seen by large ISPs. For example, at least 2%
of all the ASes (which are likely to be tier-1 or tier-2
ASes) have ten or more unique AS paths for certain des-
tinations [19]. A survey conducted in April 2007 on the
NANOG mailing list shows that 5-10 router-level paths
per prefix is quite common in large networks, with some
prefixes having more than 20 different paths [20]. A de-
tailed study of an individual ISP reported an average of
20 router-level paths for each prefix [34]. These statistics
all suggest that large ISPs often have many downstream
routes to choose from.

The paths can have different security and perfor-
mance properties.
The many alternate routes a large ISP has can have differ-
ent security and performance properties. In both cases,
rich path diversity brings benefits.

Security: Prefix and sub-prefix hijacking, in which
a prefix/sub-prefix is announced by an AS that does
not legitimately own it (either maliciously or acciden-

tally) can cause serious, even disastrous damage (e.g., in
case of online banking) to network users [13]. It is re-
cently shown that path diversity from a richly connected
provider (e.g., tier-1) alone can be very effective in help-
ing its customers resist prefix/sub-prefix hijacks, as it is
very hard to hijack all the routes of a large ISP [37, 13].

Performance: Path performance (e.g., latency, loss,
etc.) is another important factor ISPs should take into
account when selecting routes, especially those ISPs
that host real-time applications, such as voice-over-IP,
video conferencing, or online gaming. However, the
current BGP decision process considers little about path
performance: the only relevant metric in the decision
process—AS-path length—is a poor indicator of path
performance [26, 28, 29]. As a result, alternate BGP
paths often have significantly better performance that the
default paths [8]. We believe large ISPs can select better
performing paths by leveraging their path diversity [8].
Although some products exist in an multi-homed enter-
prise environment that offer performance enhancement
by exploiting path diversity [7], there is no similar coun-
terpart solution in large carrier ISPs.

Diverse path properties call for a more flexible deci-
sion process.

Although we use security and performance as exam-
ples in illustrating the benefits of rich path diversity, real
world routing policies are far more complex, consisting
of many different, sometimes conflictingpolicy objec-
tives, such as business relationships, performance, se-
curity, stability, and traffic engineering. Given a set of
available routes a large ISP has, it is possible that one
route has the best performance, another route is most se-
cure, yet another is most stable, i.e., there is no single
“best” route that is perfect in every respect. Therefore,
the ISP must synthesize its preferences (“weights”) on
each objective into an overall policy to select the best
route.

However, the current BGP decision process imposes
inherent restrictions on the policies an ISP can real-
ize [23]. Consisting of a series of tie-breaking steps, the
BGP decision process compares one attribute at a time
until only one best route remains. The ordering of steps
imposes a strictrankingon the route attributes, making
it impossible to realize flexible policies that maketrade-
offs between policy objectives. For example, a useful
policy that strikes a balance between revenue and route
stability could be: “If all routes are somewhat unsta-
ble, pick the most stable path (of any length through any
kind of neighbor), otherwise pick the shortest stable path
through a customer (then peer, and finally provider).”
However, this seemingly simple policy cannot even be
expressed in today’s router configurations. In addition,
policy objectives that are not part of the original BGP
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protocol, such as security and performance, are hard to
add into its decision process, even if the importance of
these objectives becomes obvious over time.

Different customers may want different routes.

Customers of a large ISP may have very different re-
quirements on the types of routes they want. For exam-
ple, customers in the financial industry may prefer the
most secure routes, while customers that provide inter-
active applications may prioritize paths with low latency.
If such options were available, they might be willing to
pay more to have the routes they want. Yet there are
many other customers who may be perfectly happy with
any paths the ISP provides at a relatively low price.

Unfortunately, although large ISPs have the path diver-
sity and strong economic incentive to provide customer-
specific routes, they do not have the means to do it
today—the BGP decision process selects one best route
for all customers, precluding the “win-win” opportunity
for large ISPs and their customers.

A single ISPcan safely and effectively act alone.

An ISP can apply more flexible routing policies, without
compromising global routing stability, while remaining
backwards compatible with existing routers.

Global stability: Since some combinations of rout-
ing policies cause the global routing system to oscil-
late [11], our improvements in flexibility must be made
judiciously. Fortunately, an ISP can safely advertiseany
route to neighbors that do not announce BGP routes to
others [38]—stubs (i.e., ASes that do not provide transit
service) fall in this category. Our analysis in the Ap-
pendix shows that the number of stub ASes is substan-
tial: 84.1% of all ASes (22001 out of 26151) are stubs.
For the six ISPs with more than 1000 customers, 60%
of the customers are stub ASes; for the two largest ISPs
(with over 2000 customers each), more than 80% of the
customers are stubs.

Backwards compatibility: Although a “flag day”
for upgrading BGP may not be possible, evolutionary
changes can offer substantial improvements. At a high
level, local routing policy operates as a “black-box” that,
given a set of candidate routes as input, selects the best
route for each prefix. Therefore, an ISP can change how
the “black-box” works without modifying the protocol
or requiring cooperation from other ASes. For exam-
ple, previous work has shown how to move control-plane
functionality to a small collection of servers that select
BGP routes on behalf of the routers [9, 4, 33, 34]. In the
rest of the paper, we show how to design a routing con-
trol platform that enables an ISP, acting alone, to realize
many useful routing policies that are infeasible today.

ISP Z
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R1 R3
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Figure 1: ISP Z has multiple interdomain routes to D

3 Intra-AS Routing Architecture

In this section, we present the design of the intra-AS
routing architecture Morpheus relies on to enhance the
flexibility of implementing routing policies beyond what
is achievable today. We discuss three requirements of
the routing architecture that are essential to achieve this
goal. We then propose three corresponding changes to
the way routes are disseminated or assigned within a sin-
gle AS. These changes enable Morpheus servers to: (1)
have complete visibility of all available routes, (2) assign
any route through any egress link to any neighbor AS in-
dependently, and (3) assign egress point to every edge
router independently. All the three routing-architecture
changes are backwards compatible and are local to the
ISP that deploys Morpheus.

3.1 Complete Visibility of BGP Routes

As discussed in Section 2, path diversity is the basis of
policy flexibility. However, much of the path diversity
of a tier-1 ISP remains unused as routers do not have
complete visibility of BGP routes [32]. An edge router
may learn multiple routes for the same destination prefix
through eBGP sessions with neighbor ASes. However,
the router can only select and propagate one best route
per prefix to other routers in the AS. As a result, there
are many routes visible to only one router in an AS. For
example, in Figure 1 router R3 learns two routes to des-
tination D but only propagates one (say, the one via R6)
to R1. Then, R1 does not learn, and hence cannot use
the other route (via R7), even if R1 preferred this route
(e.g., if its customer C1 wants to circumvent some par-
ticular AS in the path via R6). Such loss of visibility
gets even more pronounced in large networks due to the
use of route reflectors [32]. Although propagating only
one route helps limit control-plane overhead, it imposes
significant limitations on flexibility.

Requirement 1: An AS should have complete visibility of
eBGP-learned routes to enable flexible routing policies.

Morpheus uses a small collection of servers to se-
lect BGP routes on behalf of all the routers in the
AS. Morpheus can obtain full visibility of all available
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Morpheus server

tunnel (IP-in-IP or MPLS)
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Figure 2: Morpheus routing architecture: Morpheus
servers peer with neighboring domains via multi-hop
BGP sessions; edge routers direct interdomain traffic
through tunnels.

BGP routes through (multi-hop) eBGP sessions with the
routers in neighboring ASes, as in the Routing Control
Platform [9] 1. Morpheus assigns BGP routes using
internal BGP (iBGP) sessions between the servers and
the routers for backwards compatibility. The Morpheus
servers also ensure that the BGP routes propagated to
eBGP neighbors are consistent with the routes assigned
to the associated edge links.

3.2 Flexible Route Assignment

Today, evenwith complete visibility of alternative routes,
a router cannot allow different customers to use differ-
ent paths. In Figure 1, the two customers C1 and C2
connected to the same edge router R1 may want to use
the two different paths through the same egress point R3
to reach D, respectively. To make such policy possible,
the AS has to have the ability to (1) use available paths
through anyegress link(rather thanegress router) flexi-
bly, and (2) assign those routesindependentlyto differ-
ent neighbor ASes (whether connected at the same edge
router or not).

Requirement 2: An AS should be able to assign any
route through any egress link to any neighbor AS inde-
pendently.

With full visibility of all eBGP learned routes, Mor-
pheus can easily pick the best routes through any egress
link for its customers and edge routers individually. Mor-
pheus can disseminate potentially multiple routes per
prefix to edge routers in several ways2. Since the edge

1Alternatively full visibility of the routes can be obtainedthrough
BGP Monitoring Protocol (BMP) sessions [27], which is more scalable.

2This can be achieved by using the “route target” attributes com-
monly used with VRF in MPLS-VPN [21], or having multiple iBGP
sessions between a Morpheus server and an edge router. Otheroptions
include using the BGP “add-paths” capability [36] or a new message
dissemination protocol, which may be more efficient at the expense of
backwards compatibility.

routers are no longer responsible for propagating BGP
routing information to neighbor ASes, Morpheus does
not need to send all of the route attributes—only the des-
tination prefix and next-hop address are strictly neces-
sary. This enables a significant memory reduction on
edge routers. Upon receiving these routes, edge routers
can use the “virtual routing and forwarding (VRF)” fea-
ture commonly used for MPLS-VPNs to install different
FIB entries for different customers [21].

3.3 Consistent Packet Forwarding

Care must be taken to ensure the aforementioned flexi-
bility in route assignment does not introduce inconsistent
forwarding and potential forwarding loops.

When a router has multiple “equally good” routes, it is
common practice is to pick the route through the “clos-
est” egress point, based on the Interior Gateway Protocol
(IGP) weights, a.k.a. hot-potato routing. This rule en-
sures consistent forwarding decisions among the routers
in the network. However, hot-potato routing introduces
problems of its own. First, it significantly restricts the
policies an AS can realize. For example, in Figure 1,
R1 and R2 connect to a common intermediate router R5.
Hot-potato routing forces them to use the same egress
point, rather than allowing (say) R1 to use R3 and R2
to use R4. In addition, a small IGP change can trig-
ger routers to change egress points for many prefixes at
once, leading to large traffic shifts and heavy processing
demands on the routers [30].

Requirement 3: An AS should be able to assign any
egress point to every edge router independently (without
causing forwarding loops).

To achieve this goal, Morpheus relies on IP-in-IP or
MPLS tunnels to direct traffic between edge routers,
as shown in Figure 2. This design choice offers sev-
eral important additional advantages. First, Morpheus
can freely assign different BGP routes to different edge
routers or links, without concern for inconsistent for-
warding. Second, Morpheus can rely on the IGP to
determine how traffic flows between ingress and egress
routers, reducing the complexity of the Morpheus server
and ensuring fast reaction to internal topology changes.
Third, Morpheus does not select BGP routes for the in-
ternal routers, reducing the total number of routers it
has to manage; that is, Morpheus only assigns routes
to the egde routers that connect the ISP to other net-
works. Fourth, tunneling gives greater flexibility in how
the egress points are selected, for more flexible traffic en-
gineering. Suchstatelesstunneling technology is readily
available at line rate in commercial routers supporting
MPLS or IP-in-IP encapsulation, and a “BGP-free core”
is increasingly common in large ISPs.
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4 Server Software Architecture

In this section, we present the software architecture of
the Morpheus server. To guide our design, we appeal
to Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), a fast-
growing area in decision theory. Formulating path se-
lection as an MCDA problem leads us to separateroute
classification(tagging routes based on distinct policy ob-
jectives) fromroute selection(by computing a weighted
sum of the tags). Since the inputs and outputs of Mor-
pheus servers are just regular BGP update messages, and
the tags and weights are purely internal to Morpheus,
we achieve these gains in flexibility without sacrificing
backwards compatibility.

4.1 Route Selection as an MCDA Problem

In today’s ISP networks, specifying routing policies is
intertwined with configuring “route-maps” that modify a
small set of route attributes (such as local preference) to
indirectly influence BGP’s multi-stage decision process.
Stepping back from the somewhat convoluted mecha-
nisms in BGP, we need to articulate the problem the net-
work operators are trying to solve. Abstractly, the ISP
learns a set of routes for each destination prefix and needs
to assign each edge router, or edge link, a single “best
route” from that set. The right choice depends on sev-
eral criteria, such as the business relationship with the
next-hop AS, the perceived end-to-end performance of
the forwarding path, the stability of the route, and so on.
Even with complete visibility of the paths, and complete
control over path assignment, the network operators can-
not escape the need to reconcile the relative importance
of these goals.

The challenges of weighing multiple, sometime con-
flicting criteria, also arises in many other disciplines.
These problems are known in the decision-theory com-
munity as multi-criteria decision analysis(MCDA)
problems [2]. MCDA provides a meaningful way to bal-
ance trade-offs between the various criteria. For BGP
route selection, we can model the problem as follows:

Route-selection process (RSP) as an MCDA problem:
Given a set of available routesR = {r1, r2, ..., rn} for
a prefixp, choose a best router∗ according to a set of
criteria C = {c1, c2, ..., ck}.

Example criteria include stability (where routes are
rated based on their flapping history), performance
(where routes are rated based on active measurements of
the forwarding path, or reputation of the ASes along the
AS path), and security (where routes are rated based on
agreement with public registries or the routes announced
in the past). In Morpheus, these ratings are computed by
classifiermodules that operate on the incoming BGP up-

date messages, as shown in the left-hand side of Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The MCDA model of the route selection pro-
cess (RSP) problem

After identifying the set of k criteria C =
{c1, c2, ..., ck} of interest, network operators need to
specify trade-offs amongst the criteria, i.e., a “decision
function”FC , as shown in the right-hand side of Figure 3.
The decision-theory community has proposed a variety
of methods for solving MCDA problems [2, 31, 18, 16].
One simple, yet powerful, technique is aweighted sum.
For a router ∈ R, its weighted sumscoreis:

S(r) =
∑

ci∈C

wi · ai(r) (1)

wherewi is the weight for criterionci in C, andai(r)
is router’s numerical label generated by the classifier of
ci. For a prefixp, the decision functionFC selects the
alternative route with the highest final score as the best
choice:

r∗ = FC(r) = arg max
r∈R(p)

S(r) (2)

The weighted sum provides an expressive interface for
balancing trade-offs between thek criteria (i.e., by con-
figuring the weights). A weighted sum is simple to com-
pute independently for each route, and to compare new
routes to the current best route. In Morpheus, we envi-
sion supporting multiple such functionsFC ’s (as shown
in Figure 3), each with different weights, to satisfy cus-
tomers with different priorities.

4.2 Policy Classifiers

Guided by the above model, we design the Morpheus
server to have a set ofpolicy classifiersbefore thede-
cision process, as shown in Figure 4.

Tagging the routes: Each classifier takes in a route as
input, examines the route according to a specific policy
criterion, and generates a tag that is affixed to the route
as metadata. For example, a business-relationship classi-
fier may tag a route as “customer”, “peer”, or “provider”;
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a security classifier that detects suspicious routes (e.g.,
those being hijacked) may tag a route as “suspicious” or
“unsuspicious” [13]; a stability module (using, for exam-
ple, a route-flap damping algorithm to evaluate route sta-
bility) may tag a route with a route-flap damping penalty
value [35].

Each policy classifier works independently and has its
own tag space, obviating the need to overload the same
attribute. As each policy classifier works independently,
it is easy to extend the system with a new policy objective
by adding a new classifier, without changing or affect-
ing any existing ones. Furthermore, when a new mod-
ule needs to be incorporated into the system, upgrades
need only be applied to the Morpheus servers instead of
all routers in the AS. These classifier-generated tags are
purely local to Morpheus, and are never exported with
BGP update messages; as such, using these tags does not
require any changes to any routers.

By tagging the routes, rather than filtering or sup-
pressing them, the decision process is guaranteed to have
full visibility of all valid candidate routes (except those
that are ill-formed or cannot be used under any circum-
stances, e.g., those with loops in their AS paths). This is
in sharp contrast to the current BGP implementation in
which all the routes for the same prefix may be filtered or
suppressed (e.g., in the case of route-flap damping), leav-
ing the decision process with no route to choose from.

Incorporating “side information”: Many useful policy
objectives require certainside information, includingex-
ternal informationsuch the business-relationships with
the neighbors, measurement data, or a registry of prefix
ownership, orinternal statessuch as a history of ASes
that originated a prefix. However, there is no systematic
mechanism to incorporate side information to routers to-
day. Network operators have to either “hack” their BGP
configurations in an indirect and clumsy way (e.g., re-
configuring filters and community attributes), or wait for
software upgrades from router vendors (if the need for
certain side information becomes compelling) and then
upgrade a large number of routers.

The introduction of policy classifiers makes it easy to
incorporate “side information” as each policy classifier
can have access to custom external data sources contain-
ing the information needed to classify the routes. For
example, the business-relationships classifier can have
access to up-to-date information about the ISP’s busi-
ness relationships with neighboring ASes through a cor-
responding configuration file. A security classifier can
have access to a registry of prefixes and their correspond-
ing owners. A performance classifier can tag a route
based on a reputation system (e.g., ASX is well known
to have bad performance, circumvent it if possible), or
real-time measurement results from a monitoring system.

Different classifiers can also maintain separate in-
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Figure 4: Each decision process consists of a mapping
function and a score function. Different decision pro-
cesses are configured with different mapping functions
and/or score functions to realize different policies.

ternal states. For instance, a stability classifier can
maintain statistics about route announcement and with-
drawal frequencies. A route security module that im-
plements Pretty Good BGP (PGBGP)—a simple algo-
rithm that can effectively detect BGP prefix and subpre-
fix hijacks—can keep past history of BGP updates in the
pasth days (whereh is a configurable parameter) [13].

It is worth pointing out that network operators do not
have to implement all the policy modules themselves. In-
stead, they can “plug and play” classifier modules devel-
oped by third parties. We believe that our open platform
will foster the sharing of modules in the operations com-
munity and may also lead in the long run to the emer-
gence of a market centered around these modules.

4.3 Configurable Decision Processes

Unlike the restrictive step-by-step decision process of the
current BGP implementations, Morpheus’ decision pro-
cess enables network operators to make flexible trade-
offs between policy objectives. Furthermore, Morpheus
supports the parallel execution of multiple decision pro-
cesses to implement customer-specific decisions.

Flexible policy control: In Morpheus, each decision
process consists of two steps: (1) mapping tagstagi gen-
erated by different classifiers to numerical valuesai in
a normalized space, and (2) calculating the scores for
each route, as shown in Figure 4. In comparison to the
MCDA model shown in Figure 3, the decision process of
Morpheus contains an additional mapping functionMi

between each classifier and the score function. This ad-
ditional step has two major benefits.

First, the introduction of the mapping functions decou-
ples thegenerationof tags (the job of the classifiers), and
the interpretationof tags (the job of the mapping func-
tions). In this way, each policy classifier can tag routes
in its own tag space without worrying about the consis-
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tency with other classifiers. This facilitates the imple-
mentation of classifiers by third parties. The mapping
functions ensure that all tags are converted to the same
numerical space (e.g.,[0, 100)) to make the comparison
between different policy criteria meaningful.

Second, since Morpheus instantiates one decision pro-
cess for each routing policy (i.e., a specific set of weights
of policy objectives), the introduction of mapping func-
tions enables different policies to interpret the same tag
differently(e.g., one policy may want to set a threshold
for route stability and treat all routes with penalty values
below the threshold as “equally stable”, while another
policy may want to always select the most stable route
available), as each decision process has its own map-
ping functions for all the policy criteria. As shown in
Figure 4, the same tagtag1 can be mapped to different
valuesaA

1 and aB
1 by two different mapping functions

MA
1 andMB

1 . Therefore, network operators can cus-
tomize their policies through different configurations of
the mapping functions.

Network operators configure weightswi for all the
policy criteria ci ∈ C to realize their preferences and
tradeoffs. With thewi’s configured by the operators, and
theai’s output by the mapping functions, the score func-
tion calculates the score for a new route, compares it with
the scores of other routes for the same prefix, and picks
the one with the highest score as the best route. In the
case that multiple routes have the same highest score,
the tie can be broke in different ways, e.g., using con-
figurable rank-based tie-breakers (as discussed in Sec-
tion 6), or simply using router IDs.

Intuitive configuration interface: Although network
operators can configure the mapping functions and score-
function directly, Morpheus also provides a configura-
tion interface that can be used to help derive the appro-
priate mapping functions and weights in the score func-
tion. This interface is based on the analytic hierarchy
process (AHP), a widely-used method in MCDA [25].
When this interface is used, network operators are asked
to give their preferences on a set of pairwise comparisons
amongst policy objectives (e.g., “performance vs. secu-
rity”, “security vs. business relationships”, etc), usinga
numerical scale of 1 to 9, where 1 means two options
are equally preferred, while 9 means absolute (extreme)
preference. Based on these answers (a matrix of prefer-
ences), the AHP can derive the appropriate weights for
all objectives in an automated fashion using a standard
decision-theoretic methodology, as discussed in [25]. To
derive a mapping function, operators can first divide the
corresponding tag space into several discrete intervals.
For example, the loss rate tag space[0, 1] can be di-
vided into four intervals:[0, 0.03), [0.03, 0.1), [0.1, 0.2),

[0.2, 1] 3. After the operators specify their preferences
over the set of intervals, the AHP will derive the appro-
priate numerical value for each interval. All tags fall into
the same interval will be mapped to the same numerical
value. Appendix B described the AHP-based configura-
tion interface in greater details.

Supporting multiple policies in parallel: Morpheus
supports the simultaneous realization of multiple inde-
pendent routing policies through the parallel execution of
multiple decision processes, each selecting its own best
route for the same prefix. In practice, we envision that an
ISP would provide a limited set of independent routing
policies as services to which customers may subscribe.
For example, the ISP could offer different types of routes
such as “the most stable routes through a customer”, “the
most secure routes through any neighbor,” and “the low-
est latency routes”. Furthermore, Morpheus allows an
ISP to configure customer-specific policies to select spe-
cial routes that are requested by certain customers.

5 Example Policies

In this section, we present example routing policies, in-
cluding several recent proposals from the research com-
munity [10, 17, 15], that Morpheus can support. We start
with two example policies that a single ISP alone can re-
alize using Morpheus. Then, we discuss two more exam-
ple policies that require cooperation between ISPs. We
show that Morpheus provides a backwards compatible
platform for a single ISP, or a group of cooperating ISPs,
to realize policies that are infeasible today.

5.1 Flexible Policies in a Single AS

In this subsection, we discuss two example policies that
a single ISP can realize using Morpheus. The first policy
strikes a balance between route stability and other pol-
icy objectives, while the second enables an ISP to select
different routes for different customers.

Improving BGP stability: Unstable BGP routes can
cause data traffic to experience serious performance
degradation [15]. The well-known route-flap damping
(RFD) mechanism [35] improves stability by suppress-
ing routes that flap often, at the risk of compromising
reachability when every route is unstable. It is well
known that RFD can create black holes for data traffic if
all routes to the same prefix are suppressed. In practice,
ISPs often disable RFD because they prefer to havesome
route, however unstable, than no route at all. Therefore,
if all routes are unstable, it is desirable to have a policy

3This step can be omitted if the tag space is already discrete (e.g.,
“customer”, “peer”, “provider” in the business relationship case).
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that picks the most stable route, rather than leaving the
destination unreachable.

With Morpheus, such policy can be easily realized
by having a stability classifier tag routes with a penalty
value computed based on their stability history (e.g., as
proposed in [35]) without ever suppressing any unstable
routes. Here we present one intuitive way to implement
the stability classifier, which computes the penalty value
based on a route’sup-time, i.e., the elapsed time since a
route announcement is received. Using the up-time of a
route for predicting the future stability of the route is in-
tuitive and, in fact, is part of the recently proposed Stable
Route Selection (SRS) algorithm [10].

Computing a score for a route based on its up-time
requires the stability classifier, upon reception of a new
route announcement, to tag the route with its arrival time.
The arrival time is then mapped by the corresponding
mapping function to a number in the normalized numeri-
cal space (as mentioned in Section 4.3). Network opera-
tors can configure the score function to always select the
most stable route by assigning a large weight to the sta-
bility objective, or they can strike a balance between sta-
bility and other objectives (e.g., business relationships)
by adjusting the weights accordingly.

Different performance goals for different customers:
As mentioned earlier, a large ISP has both enough path
diversity and the incentive to offer different paths to dif-
ferent customers. For example, an ISP can conceiv-
ably offer three types of paths with different perfor-
mance properties: paths with low latency, paths with
high throughput, and paths selected by preferring cus-
tomer routes (as is common practice today). A customer
hosting a VoIP service or online games may prefer the
low-latency paths, a customer hosting rich contents may
prefer the high-throughput paths, and other customers
may be satisfied with the normal paths (at a lower cost).
Such customized path selection can be implemented by
adding a latency classifier, a throughput classifier, and
instantiating three decision processes corresponding to
the three customer types—one that places a high weight
on the latency objective, one that places a high weight
on the throughput objective, and one that implements the
current BGP decision process.

Determining path performance is possible through dif-
ferent mechanisms. For example, the latency of a path
can be estimated based on the geographic location of the
ISP and the downstream ASes in the path—an ISP in
Mexico may prefer a path of North American ASes to
reach a network in Canada over paths containing Euro-
pean or Asian ASes. As another example, a through-
put classifier can be configured to avoid a list of ASes
known to have low-bandwidth peering links with their
adjacent ASes. Such low-overhead approaches of coarse
classification granularity may be sufficient for most ap-

plications. If finer-grained performance information is
desired, the ISP may choose to either use performance
monitoring systems such as Keynote [14] or perform its
own customized monitoring using, for example, active
probing for a limited set of prefixes of particular interest
to its customers.

5.2 Cooperation Across ASes

Although Morpheus is primarily designed as a back-
wards compatible system to enable a single ISP to realize
flexible policies, once two or more ISPs have deployed
Morpheus individually, they can also use it as a plat-
form for realizing policies that require bilateral or mul-
tilateral cooperation. The implementations of such poli-
cies typically require that ISPs share information among
each other. Morpheus can facilitate the exchange of such
information among the ISPs in a backward-compatible
fashion, by setting up control sessions amongst the Mor-
pheus servers, obviating the need for router upgrades.

Mutually Controlled Routing with Independent ISPs
(Wiser): Mahajanet al. proposed Wiser [17], a BGP
extension that enables ISPs to jointly control routing in a
mutually beneficial manner, even if each ISP acts accord-
ing to its own interest. Wiser is intended to replace hot-
potato routing in which an ISP selects the closest egress
link to the downstream AS for forwarding transit traf-
fic. Each ISP running Wiser uses its own criteria to com-
pute aWiser costfor each route, based on the local IGP
cost of that route and the corresponding external costs
announced by neighboring ASes. Mahajanet al. pro-
pose to add a step in the BGP decision process, after the
local-preference comparison, to select routes based on
their Wiser cost. Wiser can be easily supported in Mor-
pheus by adding a new policy classifier implementing the
Wiser-score calculation algorithm and tagging each route
with a score equal to the Wiser cost.

Pre-computed Failover Paths (R-BGP):Kushmanet
al. recently proposed R-BGP, a BGP extension that
avoids the transient loss of connectivity during routing
protocol convergence. In R-BGP, an ISP announces pre-
computed failover paths to the neighboring ASes so that
when a path fails the temporary loss of connectivity can
be avoided if the neighboring ASes promptly switch to
the failover paths.

Morpheus provides a suitable platform to deploy R-
BGP for two reasons. First, R-BGP requires modifica-
tions to routers to compute failover paths and to enable
the propagation of multiple paths for the same prefix.
With Morpheus, such computation and information ex-
change can be performed by the Morpheus servers with-
out having to upgrade the routers. Second, Morpheus
has better visibility of the available BGP paths than is
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possible for any single individual router. Because Mor-
pheus can perform the computation using more paths, the
quality of the selected failover paths (measured based on
how disjoint the alternate path is in comparison to the
currently active path) can be improved, making R-BGP
more effective.

6 Implementation

We have implemented a Morpheus prototype as an exten-
sion to the XORP software router platform [12]. We first
highlight the major changes we made to XORP, then de-
scribe the four policy classifiers and the decision process
we have implemented in greater detail.

6.1 Changes to XORP

We chose XORP as the base platform to implement
our Morpheus prototype because its modular structure
closely parallels the Morpheus software architecture.
However, since XORP is designed to implement the stan-
dard BGP decision process operating at a single router,
our prototype differs from XORP’s BGP implementation
in three key ways.

First, we implemented the weighted-sum-based deci-
sion process of Morpheus from scratch. It has the ability
to select different routes for different edge routers/peers,
and can simultaneously run multiple decision processes
each having its own policy configuration.

Second, to demonstrate that a policy classifier is easy
to implement and to evaluate the performance of differ-
ent such classifiers in action, we implemented four policy
classifiers performing classifications based on business
relationships, latency, stability and security respectively.
While these classifiers could, in principle, work in paral-
lel, in our prototype we implemented them as new mod-
ules in the XORP message processing pipeline, as shown
in Figure 5. Since the classifiers work independently, the
ordering amongst them is not critical.

Third, we modified XORP’s import and export-policy
modules to bypass route-flap damping, and ensure ex-
port consistency between edge routers and the neighbor-
ing domains connected to them.

6.2 Policy Classifiers

In this section, we discuss in detail the four policy clas-
sifiers we have implemented thus far.

Business relationships:The business relationship clas-
sifier is linked to a configuration file that contains a table
of {next-hop AS, business relationship} pairs. When a
Morpheus server is started, it reads this file into memory.

When a new route arrives, the classifier consults the ta-
ble and assigns the route with the appropriate tag (e.g.,
“customer”, “peer”, or “provider”).

Latency: Our latency classifier assumes there is a per-
formance monitoring system (PMS) from which it peri-
odically pulls real-time latency information about paths
between an ingress point to an egress point, and from
an egress link to a destination prefix. The retrieval of
the performance information is handled by a background
process and the pulling interval can be adjusted to reach
a sweet spot between the freshness of the latency infor-
mation and the communication overhead to the PMS.

The latency classifier generates two types of tags—
the absolute latency and the relative latency, to serve
different policy needs—some policies only care about
the relative latency amongst alternative paths (e.g., “al-
ways choose the path with the lowest latency”), while
others may be specific about absolute latency (e.g., “for
all paths with latency less than 100 ms, choose the most
stable one through a customer”). To generate both types
of tags, the latency classifier internally keeps records of
the current path latencytnow and the minimum observed
path latencytmin for each (prefix, next-hop) pair. When
a new route arrives, it is tagged withtnow in milliseconds
as the absolute latency, andtnow/tmin as the relative la-
tency.

Stability: Our stability classifier implements the same
penalty function as route flap damping does [35]. How-
ever, instead of suppressing routes when their penalties
exceed a threshold, our stability module simply tags each
route with a penalty value.

Security: Our security classifier implements Pretty
Good BGP (PGBGP) [13], a simple yet effective heuris-
tic algorithm that identifies bogus routes based on a his-
tory of {prefix, origin AS} pairs. A route is tagged as
“suspicious” if a route’s AS path does not match the his-
tory of the lasth days (whereh is a configurable param-
eter); or as “unsuspicious” otherwise. This classifier is
ported by the author of PGBGP from his original imple-
mentation, with a few interface changes. This demon-
strates that the design of Morpheus is friendly to third-
party modules.

Amongst the four classifiers, three of them (except
the business-relationships classifier) are required to “re-
tag” previously tagged routes when certain conditions
are met. For example, the latency classifier needs to re-
tag a route if the change in path latency exceeds a cer-
tain threshold. The stability classifier needs to re-tag a
route when the decay of its penalty value exceeds a pre-
set limit. The PGBGP algorithm also requires to re-tag
a “suspicious” route as “unsuspicious” if it is not with-
drawn after 24 hours. In all such cases, a configurable
minimum re-tagging interval can be set to prevent unde-
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Figure 5: Morpheus prototype implemented as an extension toXORP

sirable flapping effect. (The 24-hour interval in the PG-
BGP case is long enough, so no additional constraint is
needed.)

6.3 Decision Processes

We implemented the decision process with four map-
ping functions for the four classifiers, and a weighted-
sum score function, as described in Section 4.3. Our
implementation assumes the mapping functions and the
score functions are specified in configuration files ahead
of time. When a new route arrives, a decision process
only computes the score for this new route, without re-
calculating the scores for all previously received routes
for the same prefix. In fact, the decision process only
compares the new route’s final score with the current
highestscore of that prefix. On the other hand, when
the current best route is withdrawn, the decision process
compares the scores of all remaining routes and picks the
one with the highest score as the new best route.

It is possible that more than one route receives the
same score. To select a single best route for each
peer/edge router in that case, Morpheus currently sup-
ports two types of tie-breaking mechanisms—ranking
of egress points, and router ID. In the rank-based tie-
breaking scheme, each edge router is assigned with a
fixed (but configurable) ranking of all egress points. This
ranking may reflect geographic distance or the typical
IGP distances and link capacities between each pair of
ingress/egress points. By decoupling changes in the IGP
distances from the decision processes, the fixed-ranking
scheme avoids the problems associated with hot-potato
routing [30] and gives the ISP additional control over the
flow of traffic (e.g., decrease an ingress point’s ranking
of a particular egress point, if a link gets overloaded by
the traffic from the ingress point to that egress point). A
closer coupling with the IGP distances, where needed,
can be achieved on a longer time scale by simply adjust-
ing the configuration of the fixed ranking.

7 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance and scal-
ability of Morpheus using our XORP-based prototype.
Specifically, we answer four questions:

1. What is the performance of Morpheus’ policy clas-
sifiers and its score-based decision process? (What is the
performance bottleneck, if any?)We find that the Mor-
pheus classifiers and decision process work efficienly.
The average decision time of Morpheus is only 20%
of the average time the standard BGP decision process
takes, when there are 20 routes per prefix.

2. Can Morpheus keep up with the rate of BGP update
messages in a large ISPs?Our unoptimized prototype is
able to achieve a sustained throughput of 890 updates/s,
while the aggregated update arrival rate of a large tier-1
ISP is typically no larger than 600 updates/s [34].

3. How many different policies (i.e., decision process
instances) can Morpheus support efficiently?Our exper-
imental results show that our prototype can support 40
concurrent decision processes while achieving a sustain-
able throughput of 740 updates/s.

4. What is the memory requirement for Morpheus
servers? We find our Morpheus prototype only con-
sumes 10% more memory than the XORP BGP imple-
mentation it is based on.

7.1 Testbed

We conduct our experiments on a three-node testbed,
consisting of an update generator, a Morpheus server,
and an update receiver, interconnected through a switch.
For a realistic evaluation, the route generator replays the
RIB dump from RouteViews on April 17, 2007 [24] to
the Morpheus server.

The evaluations were performed with the Morpheus
server and the update generator running on 3.2GHz Intel
Pentium-4 platforms with 3.6GB of memory. We run the
update receiver on a 2.8GHz Pentium-4 platform with
1GB of memory. The three machines each has one Gi-
gabit Ethernet card and are connected through a Gigabit
switch. They all run Linux 2.6.11 kernel.

7.2 Processing Time

To evaluate the performance of Morpheus’ policy classi-
fiers and decision process, we conduct white-box testing
by instrumenting the classifier functions and the deci-
sion process, and measuring the time they take to pro-
cess a route. To highlight the performance difference
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Figure 6: Classification time: time taken by the classi-
fiers to tag a route
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introduced by the Morpheus design, we also compare
Morpheus’ decision time with two reference implemen-
tations in XORP: the standard BGP decision process and
a modified BGP decision process which uses rank-based
tie-breaking (similar to what Morpheus uses) after the
multi-exit discriminator (MED) comparison step. In each
processing-time experiment, the update generator sends
100,000 updates to the Morpheus server.

Classification time: We first measure the time each pol-
icy classifier takes to tag a route. In this experiment, the
business-relationship classifier reads in a table of 2000
{AS number, business relationship} pairs. The latency
classifiers is supplied with a static table of path latency
data. We believe the results we get should be compa-
rable to the scenario in which Morpheus gets this infor-
mation from a monitoring system, because the measure-
ment results will be pre-fetched by a background process
and cached. From the CDF of the tagging time shown
in Figure 6, we see that the business-relationship classi-
fier takes only about 5 microseconds to tag a route. The
stability classifier takes about 20 microseconds on aver-
age, while the delay classifier takes about 33 microsec-
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Figure 8: Decision time: comparison between Morpheus
and XORP-BGP (20 routes per prefix)

onds. The most complex classifier—the security classi-
fier which implements the PGBGP algorithm, takes 103
microseconds on average.

Decision time (one route per prefix):We then bench-
mark the time taken by the decision process to calculate
the final score for a route. Figure 7 shows the CDFs of
the two components of the decision time—the mapping
functions (one for each classifier) and the score function,
as well as the total time. As we expected, the score func-
tion runs very quickly, taking only 8 microseconds on av-
erage. The four mapping functions take 37 microseconds
in total. The total decision time is about 45 microseconds
on average. In this experiment, the update generator only
sends one update per prefix to the Morpheus server, so
there is no tie-breaking involved in our measurements.

Decision time (multiple alternative routes per prefix):
In the next experiment, we compare the decision time
of Morpheus and the out-of-box BGP implementation
of XORP (XORP-BGP), when each prefix has multi-
ple alternative routes. We configure both Morpheus and
XORP-BGP to receive 20 identical (except for router
IDs) routes per prefix from the update generator. To
make fair comparison, we configure Morpheus to use
router ID to break ties. From Figure 8 we can see Mor-
pheus takes about 54 microseconds on average to select
a best route, whereas XORP-BGP takes an average time
of 279 microseconds.

It is not surprising to see that Morpheus takes much
less time than XORP-BGP in selecting best route when
the number of alternative routes is large, because regard-
less of the number of alternative routes per prefix, Mor-
pheus only needs to compute one score when a new route
arrives, whereas XORP-BGP has to compare the pool of
alternative routes for the same prefix all together through
the step-by-step comparisons in the BGP decision pro-
cess. This also explains why the decision time of Mor-
pheus has small variation, while XORP-BGP’s decision
time varies significantly, ranging from less than 100 mi-
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croseconds (when there is only a small number of al-
ternative routes for a prefix) to over 500 microseconds
(when the number becomes large).

Table 1: Processing time of the rank-based tie-breaker

10 routes/prefix 20 routes/prefix

10 edge routers 83µs 175µs
20 edge routers 138µs 309µs

Time to perform rank-based tie-breaking: Finally we
measure the time Morpheus takes to perform rank-based
tie-breaking when multiple alternative routes have the
same score. Without any knowledge about the how of-
ten and how many routes will end up having the same
score, we study two cases in our experiments: theran-
dom caseand theworst case. In the random case, we as-
sign every alternative route with a random integer score
uniformly selected between 0 and 100. In the worst case,
we let all alternative routes per prefix have the same
score. We run eight test cases: random case/worst case
with 10/20 edge routers and with 10/20 routes per prefix.
Since in the four random cases, there is little possibil-
ity (C2

20 · 0.012 = 0.019) that two routes will have the
same final score, leaving the rank-based tie-breaker al-
most never used, we list only the average tie-breaking
time of the four worst cases in Table 1. As we can see,
if all alternative routes happen to have the same score,
the rank-based tie-breaking step will become the perfor-
mance bottleneck of Morpheus’ decision process, even in
the modest case of 10 routes/prefix with 10 edge routers.
However, such worst case scenario is not likely to hap-
pen very often in reality, especially when the number of
alternative routes is relatively large.

7.3 Throughput

To determine the update processing throughput Mor-
pheus can achieve, we use the following network model
of a large tier-1 ISP from a prior study [34]. We as-
sume a large ISP has 40 Point-of-Presence (POPs), each
of which contains one Morpheus server. Each Mor-
pheus server has 240 eBGP sessions with customers, and
15 iBGP sessions with edge routers. It also keeps 40
sessions with other Morpheus servers, through which it
learns every route other Morpheus server receives. We
assume the ISP (and each of its Morpheus servers) re-
ceives 20 routes per prefix (as shown in Section 2). Since
each Morpheus server selects routes for the edge routers
located the same POP, in the experiments we assume it
applies the same ranking of egress points for all its 15
edge routers, while different Morpheus servers still have
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different rankings.

In each throughput experiment, the update genera-
tor maintains 20 sessions with the Morpheus server and
sends 20 update messages of each route, one per session.
The Morpheus server maintains 295 sessions (240 eBGP
sessions, 15 iBGP sessions and 40 sessions to other Mor-
pheus servers) with the update receiver. By sending mul-
tiple routes with the same attributes to the Morpheus
server, we measure theworst casethroughput Morpheus
can achieve, because all the routes will have the same
score and hence the rank-based tie-breaking step is al-
ways performed. Every throughput experiment runs for
a 15-minutes period, and the update generator sends up-
dates at the fastest rate it can get.

Figure 9 compares the throughput achieved by Mor-
pheus configured with different number of decision pro-
cesses. When Morpheus only runs one decision process,
it achieves a sustained throughput of 890 updates/s. As
the number of decision processes increases to 10, 20 and
40, the achieved throughput decreases slowly to 841, 780
and 740 updates/s, respectively. When we increase the
number of decision processes, we assume each customer
still subscribes to only one of them (i.e., only receives
one route per prefix). As such, the total number of up-
dates the Morpheus sends to the update receiver does not
increase.

We are satisfied with the throughput our unoptimized
prototype achieves, as a large tier-1 ISP usually receives
less than 600 updates/s (95 percentile) [34]. The slow de-
crease of throughput as the number of decision processes
increases also demonstrates Morpheus’ score-based de-
cision process design can scale to a large number of dif-
ferent policies.
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7.4 Memory Requirement

When we compare the memory consumption of Mor-
pheus with XORP-BGP, we find XORP-BGP consumes
970 MB of memory when loaded with five routes per pre-
fix, as its implementation stores multiple copies of each
route. Therefore, neither the out-of-box XORP-BGP
nor our XORP-based Morpheus prototype were able to
load 20 full BGP routing tables with 3.6 GB of mem-
ory. However, the memory footprint of our Morpheus
prototype is only 10% larger than that of XORP-BGP,
which is mainly used by the classifiers (largely by the
security classifier) and used to store metadata of routes
(tags, scores, etc.). Given that other BGP implemen-
tations consume significantly less memory (e.g., open-
bgpd only takes 270 MB to store 20 full BGP routing
tables [34]. Our experiment on Quagga [22] observes
a memory footprint of 550 MB with 20 full BGP rout-
ing tables.), we believe a Morpheus prototype based on a
BGP implementation with better memory efficiency will
not impose any memory pressure on a reasonably provi-
sioned server. We also note that, unlike router memory,
memory for regular servers is cheap and easy to install.

8 Related Work

Previous work proposes to raise the level of abstrac-
tion of BGP policy configuration through network-wide,
vendor-neutral specification languages [1, 3]. However,
we believe new languages alone are not sufficient to
make policy configuration more flexible, because today’s
intra-AS routing architecture and the current BGP deci-
sion process both introduce peculiar constraints on the
set of policies that can be realized. In this paper, we take
a fresh approach to the problem by modeling the route se-
lection problem within an AS in the MCDA framework
and designing a system guided by that model.

Several recent studies on the Routing Control Platform
(RCP) [9] advocate moving the BGP control plane of a
single AS to a small set of servers that select routes on
behalf of the routers [4, 33, 34]. The prototype systems
in [4] and [34] demonstrate that a logically-centralized
control plane running on commodity hardware can be
scalable, reliable, and fast enough to drive BGP rout-
ing decisions in a large ISP backbone. However, sys-
tem in [4] simply mimics the standard BGP decision pro-
cess, without expanding the space of realizable policies.
While [33] and [34] support more flexible alternatives
to today’s hot-potato routing, these systems do not cre-
ate an extensible framework for specifying and realizing
flexible policies, or explore how to support trade-offs be-
tween policy objectives or multiple policies simultane-
ously. These are the main contributions of our Morpheus
design.

9 Conclusion

This paper presents the design, implementation and eval-
uation of Morpheus, a routing control platform that en-
ables a single ISP to realize many useful routing poli-
cies that are infeasible today, without changing its routers
or coordinating with other domains. Inspired by Multi-
Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), the design of the
Morpheus server separates route classification from route
selection, which enables network operators to easily de-
fine new policy objectives, implement independent ob-
jective classifiers, and make flexible trade-offs between
objectives. Morpheus allows large ISPs to capitalize on
their path diversity and provide customer-specific routes
as a value-added service. Our experiments show that
Morpheus can support a large number of different poli-
cies simultaneously while handling the high rate of BGP
updates experienced in large ISPs.

Most policy objectives can be expressed in terms of
tags or scores for individual routes. A notable exception
is traffic engineering (TE), since the total traffic on each
link in the network depends on the mixture of traffic from
many interdomain paths. Today, network operators per-
form TE by tuning the IGP link weights and BGP routing
policies to move traffic away from congested links. With
Morpheus, the network operators can also configure the
egress-point rankings to manipulate the flow of traffic.
In addition, even if some customers subscribe to cus-
tomized routes, the remaining customers use whatever
paths the ISP selects as the “default”. Controlling the
route-selection process for the default customers give the
ISP substantial leeway to perform TE. As such, we be-
lieve that providing greater flexibility in path selection is
compatible with effective traffic engineering. We believe
that exploring these issues in greater depth is a promising
avenue for future research.
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APPENDIX
A Path Diversity
We analyze the number of stub-AS customers large ISPs typi-
cally have. We study a list 10 well known tier-1 ISPs [19], as
shown in Table 2.

Table 2:The numbers of stub customers of some tier-1 ISPs

AS number 701 7018 174 1239 3356
Total customers 2634 2053 1667 1651 1425

Stub customers (%) 84.4% 86.1% 66.9% 78.9% 60.0%

AS number 209 3549 2914 3561 5511
Total customers 1233 924 460 449 131

Stub customers (%) 86.7% 57.8% 48.9% 72.8% 40.5%

We first count the total numbers of theirdirectly connected
customers using AS relationships inferred by CAIDA [6] on
August 6, 2007. We then distinguish stub and non-stub cus-
tomers by analyzing the global routing table snapshot takenby
RouteViews [24] on the same day. We found that the 10 tier-
1 ISPs have 8852 customers altogether (note that a customer
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can be multi-homed to more than one of these ISPs), among
which about 80% (7062) customers are stub ASes. Table 2
summarizes the break-down of the 10 ISPs. The top two ISPs
(with over 2000 customers each) both have over 84% stub cus-
tomers, and the top six ISPs (with over 1000 customers each)
all have over 60% stub customers. Therefore, even with the
conservative stability requirement, the majority of tier-1 ISPs’
customers can still benefit from flexible policies enabled by
Morpheus.

B AHP-based Configuration Inter-
face

Besides allowing network operators to configure the mapping
and score functions in a decision process directly, Morpheus
also provides an analytic hierarchy process (AHP)-based con-
figuration interface that helps operators derive the appropriate
mapping functions and weights of the score function. We found
the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) an attractive complement
to the weighted sum method for two reasons: (1) like weighted
sum, it uses a numerical score calculated in a weighted sum
format to decide the best choice amongst a set of alternatives,
(2) it provides a simple and intuitive interface to the network
operators where they only need to specify their preferenceson
criteria inC using pair-wise comparisons (e.g., “strongly prefer
performance over security”, “weakly prefer security over rela-
tionships”, etc.), and the mapping functions and weights ofthe
score function can be derived automatically.

We first describe how AHP works, in the context of the RSP
problem. We then show how AHP can be adapted to derive
the mapping and score functions of the decision processes in
Morpheus.

B.1 How AHP Works
The generic AHP algorithm [25, 2] can be applied in the fol-
lowing five steps to solve the RSP problem.
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Figure 10:An example of applying Analytic Hierarchy Pro-
cess (AHP) directly to solve the route selection process (RSP)
problem (the offline algorithm). r1, r2 and r3 are three alterna-
tive routes to a prefix.

1. Decompose:Network operators identify the hierarchy of
policy objectives (criteria). For example, in RSP the alter-

Table 3: An example of a matrix of preferences of
business relationships (BR), performance (PER), security
(SEC) and stability (STA)

Goal BR PER SEC STA
BR 1 1/5 1/3 1/2
PER 5 1 2 4
SEC 3 1/2 1 3
STA 2 1/4 1/3 1

natives areR, and one possible hierarchy of the criteriaC

is shown in Figure 10.

2. Specify preference on criteria:Network operators spec-
ify their preferences on each pair of criteria (at the same
level of hierarchy) in the form of a fraction between 1/9
and 9. When comparing criteriap to q, 1 meansp andq
are equally preferred, 3 means weak preference forp over
q, 5 means strong preference, 7 means demonstrated (very
strong) preference, 9 means absolute (extreme) prefer-
ence, and the inverse values 1/3, 1/5, 1/7 and 1/9 are used
in the reverse order of the comparison (q vs. p). Inter-
mediate values (2, 4, 6, 8) may be used when compro-
mise is in order. These pair-wise comparisons result in
one or more matrices of preferences. For example, from
the matrix in Table 3, we know that the network operator
strongly prefer performance over business relationships,
weakly prefer security over business relationships, etc.

3. Specify preference on alternatives:Network operators
similarly specify their preference on each pair of alter-
native routes for each criterion at the bottom level of the
hierarchy. For example, if there are three available routes
in R for a prefixp, then the network operator need to do
pair-wise comparisons of the three routes according to ev-
ery criterion, i.e., business relationships, security, delay,
loss and stability. Clearly, it is not practical to require net-
work operators to compare routes manually, and therefore
this algorithm only works in anoffline fashion in its orig-
inal format. In Section B.2, we describe how AHP can be
adapted to derive the mapping functions which work in
anonline fashion.

4. Derive weights for criteria and alternatives: Given
each matrix of preferences from Step 2 or 3, AHP de-
rives weights for each criterion or each alternative in that
matrix in a systematic way. For example, the preferences
matrix in Table 3 results in the set of weights in the top
level of hierarchy in Figure 104. The weights of all cri-
teria sum up to 1. The weights of sub-criteria under a cri-
terion sum up to the weight of that criterion. The weights
of alternatives under each criterion sum up to 1.

5. Calculate final score:A final score is calculated for each
alternative as a weighted sum of its weights for all the
(sub)criterion at the bottom level of the hierarchy. For
example, for a router, its final scoreS(r) is:

4AHP also automatically minimizes the inconsistency in the matrix
of preferences (if any) while deriving the weights [25].
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S(r) =
X

ci∈C

wi · ai(r) (3)

whereC is the set of criterion at the bottom level of the
hierarchy,ai(r) is r’s weight for criterionci, andwi is
criterion ci’s weight amongst all the criteria. For a pre-
fix p, the alternative route with the highest final score is
considered the best choice.

B.2 AHP as a Configuration Interface

Score function: Since AHP uses similar weighted-sum score
function as Morpheus does, Morpheus can derive the score
function weights for all criteria by directly applying the steps
1, 2, 4 of the AHP algorithm described in Section B.1.
Mapping function: The mapping function case is less straight-
forward. As we mentioned in Section B.1, directly applying
AHP in a mapping function can only work in an offline fashion
since it requires pair-wise comparisons amongst all alternative
routes. The key idea of making the offline AHP algorithm work
online is the observation that when routes are compared accord-
ing to a specific criterion in Morpheus, it is their corresponding
tags of that criterion that are being compared. For instance,
in business relationship, we compare one route’s “customer”
tag to another route’s “peer” tag; in latency, we compare one
route’s “110ms” tag to another route’s “200ms” tag, etc.
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Figure 11: An example of the online AHP algorithm, high-
lighting the differences from the offline algorithm examplein
Figure 10. (For clarity, only part of the hierarchy is shown.)

Therefore, if we divide each criterion’s attribute range into
discrete intervals, network operators can do pair-wise compar-
isons to the set of intervals offline. For example, for business
relationships, “customer”, “peer” and “provider” naturally be-
come the three attribute intervals. For criteria that originally
have continuous attribute value ranges, such as latency andloss
rate, discrete intervals can be divided with desirable granular-
ity, e.g., [t, 1, 5t), [1.5t, 2.0t), [2.0t, 3.0t) and [3.0t, ∞) for
latency, wheret is the observed minimum latency to reach a
prefix. By having network operators compare attribute intervals
in pairs offline, AHP can derive the numerical labels (weights)
for each interval accordingly. This makes the online algorithm
of the mapping function very simple: when a new route ar-
rives, map its tag into the correct interval, and assign it with the

corresponding numerical label. Figure 11 highlights the differ-
ences of the online algorithm from the offline algorithm shown
in Figure 10.
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